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V13: Application II 
 

 

1. development of ARMin (arm rehabilitation robot) 

1.1. About ARMin 

 

development of ARMin (arm rehabilitation robot) 

Idea: use exoskeleton instead endeffector robot to guide all arm sequences during rehabilitation → 

meaning guidance of shoulder and of elbow 

 

ARMin I 

during elevation of arms more than 90° many joints are involved (sternoclavicular) 

not practival for polulation 

ARMin II 

inclusion of vertical guidance of glenohumeral joint in the second version → 

linkage attached to central 

technical axis intercepts in the center of the glenohumeral joint 

ARMin III 

vertical displacement of center glenohumeral joint can be approssimated by 

rotation about point line → possible to get read off the mechanical complicate 

system of ARMinII 

widely used for rehabilitatoin after stroke  

ARMin IV: transferred to industry 

BridgeT → direct interaction with the robot 

1.1. direct interaction very appreciated by therapist 

1.2. goal is to have at least one supervisor pro patient 

Multiplayer 

Rehab Gym 

 

1.2. Children & rehab-robots 
Why do Children need rehab-robots? 

cerebral palsy: poor coordination, weak muscle, tremor…; → most common physical disability in children: 

Prevalence of CP is up to 2.5 per 1’000 children born 

Development of motor function 

Rehabilitation aims to increase motor function → tactical devices requested to support 

that 

Very young children (before 5 years) can hardly beeing instructed 

devices originally develop ed for adults than not guide arms motion 
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for sever CP we don’t have devices 

➔ needed collaboration (S. 13) 

Existing rehabilitation robots for children (S. 11): NJIT-RAVR, InMotion2: 2 DOF, YouGrabber, 

ArmeoSpring: based on spring 

 

Requirements 

 

Limitations of a small ARMin 

 

 

 

1.3. ChARMin (S. 16) 

1.3.1. About ChARMin 
Properties of ChARMin: distance between attachment point can be fine tuned, different virtual environment 

have been developed, support of spring can be adjusted, different DOF, movement trajectory can be 

recordere and payed back 

Concepts 

Concept: Range (S. 17) 

Wide range requires a modular 

approach 

Small distal module 5-13 years 

Large distal module 10-18 y 

Concept: Safety (S. 18) 

No parts close to the head 

Concept: Operability (S. 19) 

Positioning and length 

adjustment 

How it works: presentation of a virtual environment to 

the child providing audio visual feedback → child 

directly interacting with the robot by interaction tall 

Control: many controls have been implemented: 

position control, path control… 

 

 

 

 

Compensation 

as in gravitation arms not move faster: neglecting Coriolis 

terms 

joint friction is tricky: could be modulated 

real friction for very slow movement is higher 

static friction is higher than dynamic friction 

torque can be easily measured for each joint 
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to reduce static friction an approach is dithering → dithering approach reduces the static 

friction by 32 %, 0 %, 41 %, 18 %, 54 %, 51 % for the axes 1 to 6, respectively 

torque can be modulated in amplitude and in friction 

1.3.2. Use of control in the ChARMin robot 

Position control 

- Following reference trajectory (guiding, assessing, mobilization) 
- Holding posture (positioning, assessing, single-joint gaming) 

Path controller: why use path controller? 

- Limitations of the position controller 

o Fixed guidance rather hampers learning 

o Not allowing the individual to make errors → errors required to learn 
- path controller 

o Allow deviations from reference trajectory 

o Path controller allows timing and position errors 

Assisted-as needed control features 

- Minimal and maximal speed limits 

- Gain scheduling in the target position 
- Direction-dependent flux along the tunnel 

➔ motivation very important 

 

 

2. Lokomat 

2.1. Some facts 

Developed: by Volker Dietz and Gery Colombo 

Publications: more than 200 pubs → all show positive outcomes for training of neurological patients 

Significance compared to manual training unclear 

- Manual therapy better than robot-assisted therapy → participants become lazy (?) 

- Robot-assisted therapy better than manual therapy 
➔ Crucial: “active” physical and cognitive participation 

Control is crucial 

control of knee and hip angles 

human controls timing movement → NO timing restriction 

path control ensure 

- variability (cfr. imagine destra) 

- that patients get active 

Further types of haptic guidance 

 

From position control to error augmentation 

lamda = 1: patient ables to follow the path → like position control 

lamda = 0.5: starts deviation from deviance path 

lamda = 0: no guidance → NOT remember → a lot deviation  

lamda < 0: error augmentation → force pushes away from desired path  

➔ with implementation of lamda can change entire field: 

dependent on assessement or not dependent on time  

adjusting of force field where we have a deviation from the position → spatial 

adaptive path control 
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black line: desired path 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2. Benefits of Lokomat 

when used: when e.g. due to stroke we have a reduction of walking ability 

when more: early phase of training → need a lot of support 

Standard Lokomat: prevents weight shifting from right to left leg 

Extension of Standard Lokomat 

- enable more degrees of freedom → pelvis could move (weight shifting 
ipossible) 

- ensure assistance, if needed 

- “active” physical and cognitive participation 

o determine and control of emotions → by modulation of environment 

o modulate emotions 

 

2.3. Another application 

 

very high cost 

tools to characterize arm support are lacking 

 

 

 

 

 

3. The InSight Crutches 

three axis piezoelectric force sensor integrated into commercially available Crutch 

measures: measures forces transferred to a robot 

battery time: 3 hours 

Evaluation in different scenarios 

Scenario 1: Walking with neurostimulation and body weight support (BWS) 

Scenario 2: investigation of sit-to-stand transfer with and without the Myosuit 

- Myosuit assistance reduces weight-bearing through arms 

- Mediolateral stabilization through arms reduced  

- Faster sit-to-stand transfer possible 
Scenario 3: Outdoor walking with the Myosuit → analyzation of arms function 
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4. Climbing  

Goal: provide input to climbers or to coaches 

Short overview on applied instrumentations:  S. 77 – S. 81 

First generation: four hand holds 

Swiss National squad measured: 11 athletes / up to 40 trials 

- 4 holds → increase of inclination of the wall and than reduction again → getting forces of 

athletes (all trials) → Problemi s that we don’t have measured all contact point 

Cheaper 2dof solution: Undercling → if forces out of wall 

- Additional sensors to measure z-component 

- Bearing for y- and z-sensor row 
➔ must minimize crosstalk → challenge 

Solution: fully instrumented wall 

 

Forces in direction of gravity: Right hand 

releasing 

Forces in direction of gravity: Right & left hand 

up 

remaining hand 

developed more 

forces than the 

releasing hand 

 

Impulse: right hand releasing Impulse: all trials 

increasing distance → impulse increases too 

increasing impulse 

in the releasing hand 

remaining hand 

control movement 

over time → impulse 

constant 

 

 

modulation of forces of remaining hand 

slope increase / decrease only if zero NOT included in 

confidence interval → climbing inefficienty → using of same 

impulse independently of distance covered 

 

 

 

 


